Identification and characterization of a new set of nucleolar ribonucleoproteins which line the chromosomes during mitosis.
We investigated the perichromosomal architecture established during mitosis. Entry into mitosis brings about a dramatic reorganization of both nuclear and cytoplasmic structures in preparation for cell division. While the nuclear envelope breaks down, nuclear proteins are redistributed during chromosome condensation. Some of these proteins are found around the chromosomes, but little is known concerning their nature and function. Ten autoimmune sera were used to study the microenvironment of chromosomes and, in particular, the chromosome periphery. They were selected for their anti-nucleolar specificity and were found to recognize three nucleolar proteins that coat the chromosomes during mitosis. The distribution of these antigens was followed through the cell cycle by confocal laser scanning microscopy. The antigens dispersed very early during prophase and simultaneously with the chromosome condensation suggesting a correlation between these two processes. The antigens have apparent molecular weights of 53, 66, and 103 kDa on SDS-PAGE migration. Elution of the antibodies and immunopurification showed that they are RNA-associated proteins. The coimmunoprecipitating RNA moiety involved in these RNPs appeared to be U3, but the antigens are not related to the fibrillarin family. Therefore, small nucleolar RNPs follow the same distribution during mitosis as that described for small nuclear RNPs. Possible functions for these antigens are discussed.